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n Gold edged higher today as the dollar's rally paused, moving away from a
seven-week low hit in the previous session, though gains were limited by
expectations the U.S. rates could rise as early as June.

n Gold has entered a phase of consolidation due to stronger views that the U.S.
Fed will raise rates this summer. Today gold is just seeing a technical rebound
after the metal touched $1,217 yesterday, where the next charts support stands.

n The prospect of an interest rate rise, as indicated by U.S. Fed meeting minutes
released last week, and a strengthening dollar have pushed gold down 5
percent so far in May, putting it on track for its biggest monthly decline since
November.

n Higher interest rates increase the opportunity cost of holding non-interest
yielding gold. Dallas Fed President Robert Kaplan said on Wednesday he
would support raising interest rates in the "near future", though a vote by Britain
on whether to leave the European Union will weigh on any Fed rate decision
in June.

n The market will also monitor Fed Chair Janet Yellen's comments at a panel
event hosted by Harvard University on Friday. The dollar index inched down
0.1 percent, moving away from a two-month high of 95.661 notched in the
previous session, and making gold cheaper for foreign currency holders.

n European shares were mixed on Thursday with banks on the back foot following
a recent rally while commodity stocks were boosted as Brent crude oil prices
hit $50 a barrel for the first time since November.

n Investors will be looking for cues from U.S. weekly unemployment data and
pending April home sales figures, scheduled for later in the day. Top consumer
China's gold imports via main conduit Hong Kong dipped in April from a three-
month high in the previous month, data showed today.

August Comex Gold futures are called higher. Oversold

conditions and the weaker dollar are contributing to

the strength. If the U.S. Dollar retraces 50% of its

recent rally as expected then gold could make a similar

move to the upside. The main trend is down according

to the daily swing chart. The market is in no position

to turn the main trend to up, but it is ripe for a sizeable

retracement. The short-term range is $1292.40 to

$1220.60. Its 50% level at $1256.00 is the next upside

target. It is followed closely by another 50% level at

$1259.90.  Based on the early price action and the

current price at $1230.90, the direction of the market

today is likely to be determined by trader reaction to

the downtrending angle at $1236.00. A sustained move

under $1236.00 will indicate that sellers are still present.

n Gold slipped to a seven-week low in yesterday�s

trading session

n Expectations of an early interest rate hike by the

U.S Federal Reserve pushed the dollar to a near

two-month high

n Spot gold was little changed at $1,226.41 per

ounce

n New U.S single-family home sales recorded their

biggest gain in 24 years in April touching a more

than eight-year high

n U.S federal funds futures were flat to slightly lower

yesterday.
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n Oil�s rise above $50 a barrel today for the first time in six months is a landmark
for the market, but analysts appear to have no better idea as to how long this
year�s crude rally might last.

n West Texas Intermediate, the U.S. benchmark, was hovering just below $50
at $49.90 a barrel. The return of $50 oil is the latest development in a market
that has confounded investors, producers and traders since a selloff caused
by a global oversupply of crude began in 2014.

n Prices had fallen below $30 a barrel at the beginning of this year�a level not
seen since early last decade�before mounting a recovery. Many analysts cite
strong demand from major emerging countries such as China and India, coupled
with supply constraints on many main producers in the Middle East, as a reason
to remain bullish on oil.

n However, those in the �bear� camp reckon there is still plenty of global supply
that could potentially come on line, with a number of U.S. producers of shale
oil ready to step up production as prices rise. The return of thousands of barrels
of crude onto global markets from Iran is also helping keep oil plentiful.

n In recent weeks, supply disruptions from Nigeria to Canada to Libya took
enough oil off the market to launch oil prices back above $50. In the lead-up
to those outages, waning North American output helped drain a massive
overhang in U.S. stockpiles, which have eased from 80-year highs reached
weeks ago.

n Some analysts expect prices to creep higher this year. The summer driving
season is on the horizon in the U.S. and other advanced economies, a period
that normally drives up consumption of oil products, chiefly gasoline. Elsewhere,
low prices have already helped fuel a big rise in demand. In China, oil imports
have risen 12% this year, government data show.

The WTI Crude Oil markets tried to rally during the

course of the day on Wednesday, but struggled enough

to turn things back around and form a bit of a shooting

star. The shooting star of course is a negative sign,

and the fact that it formed just below the $50 level

suggests that we are going to struggle to get above

the $50 level. However, it is somewhat likely that we

continue to go above and continue to grind even higher.

In the short-term though, it looks as if the market will

probably try to find the $48 level, an area where we

had seen quite a bit of bullish pressure. Ultimately, I

do think that this is simply a momentum building

exercise, and as a result it would only be a matter time

before the buyers return. Ultimately, I think that the

�floor� in this market is somewhere close to the $46

handle. The $50 level above being broken could send

this market looking for the top of the $54 level.

n Oil prices have risen above $50 a barrel for the

first time in almost seven months

n Data from the US government which showed a

sharper-than-expected fall in crude stocks last

week

n Supply disruption by the wildfires in Canada�s

Alberta and outages in Nigeria is starting to

be felt

n US crude stocks fell at the steepest rate in seven

weeks last week by 4.2m barrels

n The price of US oil futures also rose by 33 cents,

the highest since October
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n The price of silver went wild during all of April, but has been tamed considerably
during the month of May, giving back more than half of those gains. The multi-
week decline is bringing silver back to a key point.

n The area surrounding 16 is an important one as it has held clear influence on
the price of silver dating back to September of last year. The risk of a meaningful
bounce is increasing as it enters this critical area, but the view at this time is
any bounce which should unfold wil l  not l ikely be sustained.

n Market positioning in the futures market, just as it is in gold, is highly unfavorable
for a price advance until net positioning normalizes. An unwinding of this
extreme situation is set to put a damper on precious metals for the foreseeable
future.

n The gap between silver and gold is widening and as the primary track between
the performance of these two metals, the gold�silver spread has fallen drastically.
A falling ratio is an indication that gold is becoming cheaper relative to silver.
This ratio has significantly rebounded after touching the level of 72.

n The gold�silver spread, or ratio, was trading at 76.3 on May 23, 2016. This
means it takes about 76 ounces of silver to buy a single ounce of gold. The
ratio stood at 73 at the beginning of May.

n The leveraged funds that have jumped due to gains in gold and silver include
the Direxion Daily Gold Miners ETF (NUGT) and the Proshares Ultra Silver
ETF (AGQ).

n The price of the iShares Silver Trust exchange-traded fund (ETF) (NYSE Arca:
SLV), a proxy for the silver price per ounce, is currently $16. A few weeks ago,
it was approaching $18, so the markets are seeing a slide. Even with the
changing market, there are several factors pushing up silver prices in 2016.

The silver markets bounced slightly during the course

of the session on Wednesday, using the $16.20 level

as support. This was an area where I had previously

suggested that we could see buyers, and it looks as

if that�s actually what�s happening. On a break above

the top of the range for the day we will more than likely

grind our way higher, but it�s going to be difficult. A

break above the $16.60 level should send this market

even higher. I have no interest in selling this market,

as we should continue to see the $16 level offer a bit

of a �floor� in this market. The trend is now bearish

below the May 23 high of $16.43, and the trend is

bearish below this high given that it is a lower high in

relation to the previous high of $16.63 formed on May

20. In a downtrend similar to the current, the norm is

for price to drift lower, creating lower highs and lower

lows, according to classical technical analysis.

n Silver has been in a robust run-up year to date,

rising more than 20% since the beginning of the

year

n Silver is benefiting from strong demand and weak

supply

n According to Fed Funds futures, the likelihood of

a June 15 rate hike is now at 32 percent, from

being near 4 percent

n Silver prices drifted lower yesterday evening

and reached a low of $16.14

n A near term resistance level is yesterday�s

high of $16.29
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